Amana Medical

New revolutionary
Air Disinfection Unit

Preventing the spread of airborne pathogens through
Ultraviolet Radiation
COVID-19, Tuberculosis (TB) & other pathogens

About us
Our 2020 innovation using state of the art technology
The spread of Covid-19, TB and other harmful pathogens through airborne droplets, is widespread in
places where infected people and non-infected people spend time in the same volume of air. One of the
methods identified for air-disinfection is the use of Ultraviolet Radiation (UV).
Introducing the Pathogen Zapper, our new revolutionary medical unit that uses Ultraviolet Radiation
to kill pathogens. The unit is elegantly designed to disinfect pathogens in the air. With extensive
research and testing we have designed a unit that is safe and easy to use.

Designed to be used in: hospitals, doctors consultation
rooms, schools, clinics, concert halls, prisons,
residences, taxis, and many more public spaces.

Designed for the African Market.
Manufactured and designed in
South Africa

Amana Medical

Air Disinfection Constant (ADC):

Time per m3 to disinfect 95% of the air with less than
2% survival of pathogens

Unique features

Scalability

Disinfection: Very high level of effective

Disinfection capacity: i.e. volume of
air disinfected per hour (to a specific
level of survival of pathogens). |
Sophistication & monitoring “SMART”
Self-Monitoring and Reporting
Technology using WiFi

disinfection | Safety: Maximum eye and skin
safety | Simple and quick installation: no new
electrical reticulation in most applications.
Base plate and cover can be installed easily
and the relevant PAP modules installed with
automatic electrical connection (nonelectrician installation) | Outstanding simple
and low cost, maintenance: Simple removable
(slide in and out) main unit (PAP module) with
all components | Wide range of options for all
specific application requirements:
disinfection capacity, dimmable LED light
fixture, disinfection level monitoring and

Components
Base plate fixed to the ceiling, wall,
etc | Body to be placed over the base
plate | "Plug-and-Play" (PAP) slide-in
unit with all the components, such as
switches, lamps and lamp holders,
control gear, fans, wifi, dimmers, level
monitoring and complete wiring
harnesss

control through WiFi | Designed for
upgrading: w.r.t. capacity and sophistication
of control, at any stage: slide in and out PAP
module

Innovative technology for
air-disinfection!

